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UNIT III Heat     
PX-0300 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

Your Heat Unit contains a collection of Arbor Scientific’s discovery-based teaching tools designed to 

supplement the concepts in Prentice Hall’s Conceptual Physics Textbook and Lab Manual. The 

attached Teaching Guides were created specifically for use with many of your new tools and can be 

used along with the demonstration items to fuel your students’ desire to explore.  

Please visit us at www.arborsci.com for more tools and free resources for creating a hands-on 

learning environment in your science classroom, including videos of products in use, lesson plans, 

teaching strategies, and demo ideas. Sign up for our free e-newsletter Coolstuff, then check out the 

Archive for an online resource that's packed with lesson ideas, plans and tips! 

A message from Paul Hewitt, author of Conceptual Physics:  

Students learn in a variety of ways. They learn best when they DO, not just listen or read, in keeping 

with the adage, "I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand!" When we are 

physically active with physical equipment relevant to the concepts to be learned, we simply learn 

better—to nobody's surprise! 

Good Energy with your activities! 

Paul G. Hewitt 

 

 

 

 

http://www.arborsci.com/
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KIT CONTENTS: 

Your Unit III Heat Kit includes one of each of the following items: 

 

33-0630 Ball and Ring Apparatus and Data Sheet 

68-6510 Infrared Laser Thermometer 

P1-2020 Fire Syringe and Data Sheet 

P1-2050 Pressure Pumper for Liter Bottle 

P3-1015 Supercooled Lab Demo 

P3-5001 Drinking Bird and Data Sheet 

P3-5005 Hand Boiler and Data Sheet 

P3-8105 Crookes Radiometer and Data Sheet 

P6-7060 Ice Melting Blocks and Data Sheet 

P6-7070 Compound Bar and Data Sheet 

P6-7300 Solar Bag and Data Sheet 

PX-2084 Set of 3 500mL Radiation Cans and Data Sheet 
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Ball & Ring     
33-0630 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

Hold the insulating handles.  Show that the ball fits easily through the ring. 

Heat the ball in a flame.  As it heats, ask students to predict whether it will fit through the ring.  Show 

that it has expanded and does not fit.  Dip the ball in water to cool it.  Heat the ring, and ask students 

to predict if the cool ball will fit through the heated ring.  Show that it does fit. 

WHAT’S GOING ON? 

Most students will accurately predict that thermal expansion will cause the heated ball 

not to fit through the cool ring.  The ball expands due to increased molecular motion. 

Many students will predict that the cool ball will not fit through the heated ring.  In fact, 

it does.  Both the inner and outer diameters of the ring expand.  Think about enlarging a 

photograph.  See the diagram.  Another way to explain it is to realize that, for the hole 

to get smaller, the metal atoms on the inner wall would have to get closer together.  

When heated, they can only get farther apart, enlarging the hole. 

RELATED PRODUCTS: 

Compound Bar (P6-7070).  Explore differential thermal expansion with this classic demonstration. 

Solar Bag (P6-7300).  Thermal expansion of air causes this giant bag to float! 

Portable Micro Burner (C5-1005).  The Micro Burner uses butane and can be used anywhere for 

experiments or demonstrations. 
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Fire Syringe     
P1-2020 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

When a gas is compressed rapidly, its temperature will increase. This process is known as adiabatic 

compression. You’ve probably noticed this effect while inflating a bicycle tire. The increase in 

temperature results from the work being done on the gas. Pushing on the gas increases the kinetic 

energy of the gas molecules. This increase in internal energy manifests itself as an increase in 

temperature. The rapid compression reduces the amount of energy lost to the environment. 

In a diesel engine, air is compressed adiabatically. This compression raises the temperature inside 

the cylinder to the flash point of the fuel mixture. The diesel engine differs from the gasoline engine 

by using adiabatic compression to ignite the fuel rather than a spark plug. 

The fire syringe provides a rather dramatic way of demonstrating the heating of a gas, in this case 

air, that accompanies rapid compression. With this fire syringe, the air can reach a temperature of 

over 260 degrees C (500 degrees F).  As cotton fibers burn at 235 degrees C (454 degrees F), a 

small piece of cotton fiber placed at the bottom of the combustion tube will ignite. 

USING THE FIRE SYRINGE: 

Note: Prior to use, ensure that the seal is tight. To do this, place the piston 2-3 cm into the 

combustion tube. Depress the piston as far as possible and then release it. The piston should spring 

back almost to the end of the combustion tube. If this does not occur, the O-rings may need to be 

greased with silicone lubricant to ensure a tight seal. Once the syringe is ready, follow these steps for 

proper use: 

1. Put on protective eyewear. 

2. With a paper towel, dry the inside of the combustion tube. 
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3. Place a small piece of cotton fiber in the bottom of the combustion tube. 

4. Insert the end of the piston part way into the combustion tube. 

5. Darken the room to increase visibility. 

6. While holding the piston upright with the rubber stopper end against a table, quickly depress 

the piston with the palm of the hand. The combustion of the cotton fiber should create a 

flash.  If not, release the piston partway and depress again. 

RELATED PRODUCTS: 

Pressure Globe demonstrates the amazing power of air.  P1-2015   $ 24.95 each 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 

Conceptual Physics: The High School Physics Program. Paul G. Hewitt. Pearson Education, Inc. 
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Drinking Bird P3-5001 

 
 
BACKGROUND: 

The Drinking Bird uses evaporative cooling to move a fluid in its body.  When the fluid moves, it 

changes the center of mass and makes the bird tip. 

When the bird tips, the beak should touch water.  The water sticks to this fuzzy head and starts to 

evaporate.  This cools the gas inside, lowering its pressure.  Some of this gas will also condense, 

lowering the pressure further.  The pressure in the bottom is now higher than the pressure in the top, 

which pushes the fluid up the body.  When enough fluid moves up, the center of mass (center of 

gravity) is moved above and forward of the pivot point.  The bird tips, allowing the pressure to 

equalize and the fluid to flow back down into the bottom.  The beak gets wet and the process repeats 

itself. 

A sampling of relevant national and state science education standards:   

Heat consists of random motion and the vibrations of atoms, molecules, and ions. The higher the 

temperature, the greater the atomic or molecular motion.  Increased temperature means greater 

average energy of motion, so most substances expand when heated. Describe common physical 

changes in materials: evaporation, condensation, thermal expansion, and contraction. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION: 

The Drinking Bird has a fuzzy head with a weighted beak.  The body contains a fluid and can pivot 

forward on its legs.  The drinking bird needs a glass or beaker of water positioned so that when he 

tips his beak will get wet. 
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The fuzzy head is important.  It allows water be drawn up to the head.  More water can stick to the 

fabric than to glass and it increases the surface area for the water to evaporate.  The weighted beak 

makes it possible for the fluid to change the center of mass enough to make it tip. 

The working fluid inside the traditional drinking bird is methylene chloride.  It is a volatile (easily 

evaporated) fluid.  The fluid will easily evaporate in the bottom and condense in the top, helping to 

create more of a pressure difference.  Non-volatile fluids would work, but would not be as effective.   

The key to making the fluid move is a pressure difference between the two sections of the bird.  

Since the body is sealed, a temperature difference is used to change the pressure.  Instead of 

cooling the head by evaporation, it is possible to heat the bottom and make the bird tip.  Anything 

that will cause the body to be at a higher temperature than the head will make the bird work. 

TROUBLESHOOTING: 

Some reasons why the bird may fail to operate are: 

• The pivot and legs are not adjusted properly – the bird cannot move freely. 

• The head is dry – it is not reaching the water. 

• The humidity is too high – the water will not evaporate quickly enough from the head. 

SAFETY INFORMATION: 

This product is not a toy and is not intended for use by children under age 8.  Avoid breaking glass.  

Contains Methylene Chloride.  Do not swallow or inhale.  Avoid contact with eyes or skin.  Flush 

thoroughly with water if contact.  Keep away from heat and flame. 

ACTIVITIES: 

• Set up the Drinking Bird in front of a glass of water.  Adjust the level of the bird and the glass 

so that the bird will dip his beak into the water when he tips.  Hold the head in the water long 

enough so that it gets thoroughly wet.  Let him go! 

• Have the students give a complete explanation of why he tips – make sure to include the 

center of mass, evaporation, and the pressure difference. 

• How long will the bird operate if the water is removed?  It will still go for awhile until most of 

the water on the head evaporates. 

• Try other ways of making the bird operate.  Some possibilities:  cool the head with something 

else, such as ice, heat the body with your hand or some other warm object. 

• Paint the bottom bulb of the bird black.  Place him in sunlight or under a bright light.  The 

body will absorb enough energy to make the bulb warm and the bird will operate without 

water. 

• Have races between groups.  Who can make their bird tip the most times in a minute 

(without touching it)?  Try different temperatures of water, using a light, using a fan, and 

other methods. 
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• Measure the power produced by the Drinking Bird by attaching small masses to the base and 

measuring the weight lifted and the distance that it is lifted. 
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Hand Boiler     
P3-5005 

 

 

BACKGROUND: 

The liquid inside the Hand Boiler does not actually boil.  The “boiling” is caused by the relationship 

between the temperature and pressure of a gas.  As the temperature of a gas in a closed container 

rises, the pressure also rises.  The molecules are moving faster in the warmer gas.  There must be a 

temperature (and pressure) difference between the two large chambers for the liquid to move.  

When held upright (with the smaller bulb on top), the liquid will move from the bulb with the higher 

pressure to the bulb with lower pressure.  As the gas continues to expand, the gas will then bubble 

through the liquid, making it appear to boil.  The fact that the liquid is volatile (easily vaporized) 

makes the hand boiler more effective.  Adding heat to the liquid produces more gas, also increasing 

pressure in the closed container. 

A sample of relevant national and state science education standards: Heating and cooling cause 

changes in the properties of matter.  Atoms and molecules are perpetually in motion.  Increased 

temperature means greater average energy of motion, so most substances expand when heated.  

Students know how to apply the gas laws to relations between the pressure, temperature, and 

volume of any amount of an ideal gas or any mixture of ideal gases. 
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SAFETY INFORMATION: 

Caution! Contains flammable liquid!  The hand boilers contain ethyl alcohol.  Keep away from heat or 

flame.  Flush with water if contact with eyes.  Do not drink. 

 

 

 

ACTIVITIES: 

Have the students hold the boiler upright by the larger bulb.  How long does it take for the liquid to 

“boil”?  Is there a student in class whose hand does not make it “boil”?  Take the temperature of the 

students’ hands.  Notice the difference.  How do you make the liquid go down again?  Hold onto the 

top bulb only.  What happens if you hold both bulbs?  Why?  Can you make the liquid move by using 

cooling instead of heating?  Try putting ice on the bulbs and see what happens.  After several uses, 

the boiler won’t work for a while.  Why not?  Will the boiler work if upside down? Why not? 

 

RELATED PRODUCTS: 

The Drinking Bird (P3-5001) uses evaporative cooling to move a liquid to his head.  He tips, allowing 

the liquid to flow back, and starts over again. 

The Cartesian Diver (P1-2000) shows the relationship of pressure to volume of a gas.  It also 

demonstrates the concept of buoyancy. 

Use the Pressure Pumper (P1-2050) and a soda bottle, and the Student Vacuum Pumper and 

Chamber (P1-2140) to explore volume, pressure, and temperature of gases. 
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Radiometer 
P3-8105 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

The Radiometer is a means of showing the relation between heat and molecular activity of a gas in a 

visible way.  It also shows that light is a form of energy and that it can be converted into other forms 

of energy.  

The Kinetic Theory of Gases states that the atoms and molecules in a gas or a mixture of gases are 

in constant random motion.  This energy of movement (kinetic energy) depends only on the 

temperature of the gas.  As the gas is heated, the molecules respond by moving faster and faster.  

This movement, when the gas in a contained system, give rise to gas pressure as the individual 

molecules strike the containing walls.  As the temperature increases, the molecules move with ever 

increasing energy, striking the walls of the container more frequently and with greater force.  Thus it 

can be seen that the pressure exerted by a gas is related to the temperature of the gas.  (It should 

be noted that the volume of the container is also relevant in this relationship-see Boyle’s Law in any 

physics text). 

HOW IT WORKS: 
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Caution:  Handle the Radiometer carefully – its delicacy is about that of an ordinary light bulb.  

Should the bulb break, glass fragments will be sharp! Cautiously dispose of the glass but retain the 

pivot and vanes for some optional experiments (number 5 and 6) 

The Radiometer consists of a rotating shaft with four vanes, sealed in a glass container which has 

had over 99% of the air removed.  The vanes are painted black on one side, silver on the other.  In 

the presence of light with an infrared (heat) component, the remaining molecules inside the bulb 

begin to move faster.  At the same time, the light is striking the surface of the vanes.  The silver 

surface reflects much of this radiation, but the non-reflective black surface absorbs it and becomes 

warmer.   

As the randomly-moving molecules strike the vanes from all sides, the ones striking the dark surface 

absorb some of this heat and bounce away with more kinetic energy.  This results in a slightly 
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greater” kick” being delivered to the dark side of the vane; the accumulation of thousands of these 

slightly greater “kick” to the dark side of the vanes case the vanes to spin.  Because the movement 

of the gas molecules depend on the amount of heat in the system, and because increasing the light 

level results in additional heat delivery, it follows that the speed of vane rotation is dependent on the 

intensity of the light. 

SHOW ME: 

Some of your students may accept the previous as gospel.  The more inquiring mind, however, 

usually demands a little more in the way of proof.  Below are some suggested exercises for more 

advanced understanding.   

1. Place the bulb in sunlight on a partly cloudy day.  Note that the rate of spin is greatest in 

sunlight, less as a cloud blocks the sun. 

2. Apply heat alone to the bulb.  Do the vanes spin?  Heat will cause an increase in molecular 

motion, but without radiated heat to differentially warm the vanes, the collision on each side 

of the vanes will occur with the same energy.  The vanes will not spin.   

3. Use various filters (dark glass, clear glass of varying thickness, cardboard, paper) to block 

the light and note bow the rate of spin is affected.  Can you determine what effective 

component of the light is being blocked? 

4. Will the Radiometer spin backwards?  Because the dark side also radiates heat away faster 

than the silver side, if you put a piece of ice on the radiometer, it will spin the opposite 

direction, because now the dark side is cooler. 

5. Will the Radiometer work if the vanes are not in a vacuum?  You will need to be “lucky” 

enough to break your radiometer bulb to determine this.  In a normal atmosphere, the 

differential warming of the vanes and increased kinetic energy of the gas molecules will still 

occur.  But there are so many gas molecules in air compared to the evacuated bulb that the 

molecules will be hitting each other constantly and not be able to effect any movement of the 

vanes.  Even if they did, the vanes would not be able to spin through the milling throngs of 

molecules-the resistance would be too great to overcome.   

6. Definitive proof.  Set up the vanes and pivot from a broken Radiometer (secured in a bit of 

clay) in a bell jar connected to a vacuum pump.  Apply a constant source of light and see 

what happens.  Turn on the pump and begin to evacuate the chamber.  The vanes should 

begin spinning.  If perfect vacuum could be reached, the vanes would once again fail to turn.  

Why?  In this experiment, do you ever reach a point where enough air is removed to notice a 

decrease in peak spin? 
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Ice Melting Blocks     
P6-7060 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

Heat can be transferred by conduction, convection, or radiation.  In this experiment, students will 

discover the different rates at which materials can conduct heat.  Aluminum is a better conductor of 

heat than high-density foam. 

CONTENTS: 

One black aluminum block 

One black high density foam block 

Two rubber O-rings 

 

EXPERIMENTS: 

1. Touch both blocks.  Which feels warmer?  (The foam block will feel warmer.)  Predict which 

block will cause ice to melt faster. 

2. Place the O-rings on the blocks to prevent water from flowing off.  Place an ice cube on each 

block. 

3. Observe the rates at which the ice cubes melt.  Which material is conducting heat into the ice 

faster?  (The aluminum block will melt ice much faster than the foam block.) 

4. After a few minutes, remove the ice and water, and touch the blocks again.  Explain what you 

observe.  (The aluminum block feels even cooler now, and it is cooler.  Energy stored as heat 

inside the block was transferred to the ice when it melted.  Now the block has less thermal 

energy than before.) 
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5. The aluminum block felt cool at the beginning for the same reason that it melted the ice 

faster.  It is better at conducting heat away from your hand, and makes your skin feel cool. 

RELATED PRODUCTS: 

Infrared Thermometer (68-6500).  Confirm that the two blocks are initially at the same temperature. 
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Compound Bar     
P6-7070 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

The Compound Bar, also known as a Bimetallic Strip, is made of two different metals laminated 

together.  When heated, the metals expand.  But one metal expands more than the other, and that 

causes the strip to bend. 

Try cooling the strip by dipping it in ice or liquid nitrogen.  Do you think it will bend the same way? 

Bimetallic strips can be used in thermostats.  The strip is curled into a loop and, as the temperature 

changes, the loop curls and uncurls.  When the temperature goes down, the uncurling loop makes an 

electrical contact that turns the heater on. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Hold the insulating handle.  Put the metal strip in the flame of a burner.  Observe as the strip curves 

to one side. 

Take care not to touch the bar until it is completely cool. 

RELATED PRODUCTS: 

Ball and Ring (33-0630).  Explore thermal expansion with this classic demonstration. 

Solar Bag (P6-7300).  Thermal expansion of air causes this giant bag to float! 

Portable Micro Burner (C5-1005).  The Micro Burner uses butane and can be used anywhere for 

experiments or demonstrations. 
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Solar Bag 
P6-7300 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

A black plastic tube is filled with air, sealed, and tethered. After a few minutes, the tube slowly rises 

into the air. 

WHAT DOES IT TEACH? 

1. Hot air is less dense than cool air. 

2. Black objects absorb heat faster than the lighter colored surroundings. 

3. Gases expand when heated. 

4. Volume and temperature are directly related. As one increases, the other increases. 

5. Archimedes’ Principle and Buoyancy. 

 

PROCEDURE: 

1. On a cool but sunny, non-windy day, det4ermine the mass of the Solar Tube. 

2. Bring your class outside with the Solar Tube, a roll of kit string, scissors, a meter stick, and a 

roll of 2-inch cellophane packing tape. 
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3. Unroll the Solar Tube in the shade, away from trees and bushes to avoid tears, and measure 

its flat dimensions. 

4. Open the Solar Tube and run to fill it with the cool air near the ground*. Tie off the open end. 

If the Solar Rube should tear, use a small amount of packing tape to repair the hole. 

 

*Alternatively on hot days, use a fan to fill the tube with air from inside, then bring the filled 

tube outside. 

5. Tie kit string to the tied off end of the Solar Tube, move it into direct sunlight, and hold the 

other end of the kite string. 

6. Observe the Solar Tube becoming rigid as the air inside expands with the absorbed heat form 

the sun. Just before lift-off, measure the temperature of the surrounding air and the Solar 

Tube’s temperature. (Note: The Educational Innovations Infra-Red Thermometer, #IR-100 is 

perfect for this.) 

7. When finished, reel in the Solar Tube, cut off the knot, and roll up the Tube so that it can be 

used again. 

 

WARNING: 

Do not release the Solar Tube into the air. At higher altitudes it would become an aviation hazard! 

EXPLANATION: 

Why do some objects float and others sink? 

Archimedes discovered that an object is buoyed upward with a force equal to the weight of the fluid 

displaced. An object displaces or takes the place of an equal volume of fluid: air, water, milk, etc. An 

object will float in a fluid whenever its mass is less than the mass of the fluid displaced; otherwise, it 

will sink. For example. 

1. Consider a large, helium filled balloon with a volume of 24.5 liters and a mass of 14 grams. 

The displaced 24.5 liters of air has a mass of 30 grams. Since the mass of the balloon is less 

than the mass of the air displaced, The balloon will float. 

2. Consider a piece of aluminum metal with a volume of 10.0 cm3 and a mass of 27.0 grams. 

The displaced 10.0 cm3 of water has a mass of 10.0 grams. Since the mass of the aluminum 

is more than the mass of the water displaced, the aluminum will sink. 

 

Why does the Solar Tube initially sink and then float in the air? 

1. At first, the Tube containing the cool air weighs more than the air displaced. It sinks to the 

ground. 
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2. As the black Tube absorbs heat from the sun, the air inside expands, displacing more outside 

air. When the mass of the Tube with warm air displaces an equal mass of outside cool air, 

the Tube starts to float. 

 

 

3. As the Tube increases in temperature, it expands, displacing more outside air. It then lifts off 

into the air. 

 

 

DATA: 

Mass of the empty rolled Tube:__________  

Width of the flat Tube:  __________ 

Length of the flat Tube:  __________ 

Outside air temperature: __________ 

Tube temperature at lift-off: __________ 
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CALCULATIONS: 

1. Consider the completely inflated tube a cylinder. Calculate its volume. 

 

 

2. Use the Tube lift-off temperature and the air ground temperature to calculate the percent the 

Solar Tube was initially filled with air. 

 

 

3. Use the answer to questions #1 along with the density of air at 25o to be 1.2 g/L to calculate 

the mass of air inside the Solar Tube at lift off. 

 

 

4. How does the mass of displaced air compare to the filled Solar Tube: 

a. Initially 

 

b. At lift off, and 

 

c. Floating in the air. 
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Radiation Cans     
PX-2084 
 
 
KIT CONTENTS: 

500mL white can 

500mL black can 

500mL silver can 

Three 1-hole stoppers 

ALSO REQUIRES 

Three thermometers or temperature sensors  

Heat lamp or 200W light bulb 

Clock or Stopwatch 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Fill the cans with equal amounts of water. 
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2. Place a thermometer or temperature sensor in each can, making sure that the bulb is in the 

water. 

3. Record the initial temperature of each sample in the data table (attached). 

4. Place the cans at equal distances from the heat lamp and record the time (or start the 

stopwatch). 

5. After 5 minutes, record the temperature of each can. 

6. Repeat for at least 25 minutes, or longer if possible. 

 

 

7. Evaluate the heat absorbed by each of the three cans. 

8. If using a datalogger, create and print a graph of each temperature curve.  Compare the 

curves. 

 

Note:  One thermometer or sensor may be used, moving from can to can, if it is allowed to stabilize in 

each can before recording. 

 

RELATED PRODUCTS: 

Ice Melting Blocks  (P6-7060).  Touch these two black blocks, and one feels cooler. Place an ice 

cube on each block. One completely melts before your eyes, while the other stays frozen! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


